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(54) Air conditioning apparatus for hydraulic shovel

(57) An air conditioning apparatus for a hydraulic
shovel with which a wide space in a cab can be secured
and a placement operation of ducts for distributing wind
to each important point in the cab is facilitated. For this
purpose, in the air conditioning apparatus, an air-condi-
tioning unit (21) is placed at a front portion of a right side

in a cab (10). The air-conditioning unit (21) is mounted
to a front portion of a right side wall surface (51) of the
cab (10). The air-conditioning unit (21) is mounted to the
right side wall surface (51) of the cab (10) to be capable
of being taken in and out from an inside and an outside
of the cab (10).
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Description

Technical Field

[0001] The present invention relates to an air condi-
tioning apparatus which is installed in a cab of a hydrau-
lic shovel.

Background Art

[0002] There is a kind of construction equipment such
as a hydraulic shovel including a cab which is made by
enclosing an area around a cab seat by a door for getting
on and off and wall surfaces having windows, and is pro-
vided with a working machine operating device and a
traveling control device therein. Many units of equip-
ment, in which air conditioning apparatuses are placed
in the cabs for the purpose of improving operability (de-
froster for window glasses, and the like) and improving
habitability (cooling and heating, air conditioning), are
used in recent years. Conventionally, an air conditioning
apparatus is placed, for example, between an operator
seat and a rear wall surface of a cab (for example, see
page 3 and FIG. 1 of Japanese Patent Laid-open No.
8-183323), on a rear wall portion of a cab or a floor sur-
face under the operator seat (for example, see page 4.
FIG. 2 and FIG. 4 of Japanese Patent Laid-open No.
2001-55760), a seating surface of a cab (for example,
see pages 3 to 5, and FIGS. 1 to 4 of Japanese Utility
Model Laid-open No. 53-52549), or the like.
[0003] However, the above-described conventional
air conditioning apparatus has the following problems.
It is necessary to place a wind distribution duct for con-
necting the air conditioning apparatus and a blow port
at each spot in order to guide air blown out of the air
conditioning apparatus to blowout ports near a foot por-
tion and a face portion of the operator, blow ports or a
blow port for defrosting in the vicinity of windows or a
windows on a front surface and / or a side surface. How-
ever, when the wind distribution duct is placed inside the
cab, there arises the problem that a space inside the
cab becomes narrow by the amount of the duct space.
Further, there arises the problem that the ducts for con-
necting the air conditioning apparatus and specific blow
ports become long. Namely, in the example described
in Japanese Patent Laid-open No. 8-183323, the ducts,
which are placed from the air conditioning apparatus at
the rear portion in the cab to an area in the vicinity of
the face portion of the operator, and an area in the vi-
cinity of window glasses at the front surface and the side
surface, become large. In the example described in Jap-
anese Patent Laid-open No. 2001-55760. the lengths of
the ducts respectively placed become long from the air
conditioning apparatus under the operator seat to an ar-
ea in the vicinity of the face portion of the operator, and
areas in the vicinity of the window glasses on the front
surface and the side surface. In the example described
in Japanese Utility Model Laid-open No. 53-52549, the

duct from the air conditioning apparatus on the ceiling
surface of the cab to the foot portion becomes long. Con-
sequently, it takes time to perform a placement opera-
tion of these ducts, and this becomes the factor to in-
crease the manufacturing cost.

Summary of the Invention

[0004] The present invention is made in view of the
above-described problems, and has its object to provide
an air conditioning apparatus for a hydraulic shovel with
which a wide space in a cab can be secured, and a
placement operation of ducts for distributing wind to
each important point in the cab is facilitated.
[0005] In order to attain the above-described object,
a first constitution of the air conditioning apparatus for
the hydraulic shovel according to the present invention
is such that in an air conditioning apparatus, which is
placed in a cab of a hydraulic shovel, an air-conditioning
unit is placed at a front portion of a right side in the cab.
[0006] According to the above constitution, the air
conditioning apparatus is placed at the front portion of
the right side in the cab, which is the position near both
the face portion and the foot portion of the operator and
the window glasses at the front surface and the side sur-
face. As a result, distribution of wind to the operator and
the window glasses can be extremely facilitated without
placing a long duct or the like. Accordingly, time taken
for the duct placing operation is made short, the manu-
facturing cost can be reduced and the duct space is re-
duced, thus making it possible to secure the wide space
in the cab.
[0007] A second constitution of the air conditioning
apparatus for the hydraulic shovel according to the
present invention is such that in an air conditioning ap-
paratus placed in a cab of the hydraulic shovel, an air-
conditioning unit is mounted to a front portion of a right
side wall surface of the cab. According to this constitu-
tion, the same operational effects as in the above-de-
scribed first constitution can be also obtained.
[0008] In the air conditioning apparatus, the air-con-
ditioning unit may constitute a part of the right side wall
surface. According to this constitution, the protruded
amount of the air-conditioning unit into the cab is re-
duced, and the wide space in the cab can be secured.
In addition, the structure can be simplified.
[0009] In the air conditioning apparatus, the air-con-
ditioning unit may be mounted to the right side wall sur-
face to be capable of being taken in and out from an
inside and an outside of the cab. According to this con-
stitution, at the time of assembly of the vehicle with the
cab being a separate body, the air-conditioning unit can
be mounted to the right side wall surface from outside,
and at the time of maintenance and the like after the cab
is loaded on the vehicle, it can be taken out from the
inside of the cab and installed. As a result, operability
at the time of assembly and at the time of maintenance
can be enhanced.
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[0010] In the air conditioning apparatus, pipe connect-
ing portions of the air-conditioning unit may be provided
at a region exposed to an outside of the cab. According
to this constitution, the pipes of hot water and the refrig-
erant gas to the air-conditioning unit can be connected
to the pipe connecting portions provided at the region
exposed to the outside of the cab. Consequently, the
holes for passing the pipes and the connecting portions
are not required on the side wall surface and the floor
surface of the cab, the pipe sealing spots are reduced
to make sealing easy, the spots causing gas leakage
and water leakage are reduced, thus making it possible
to enhance reliability. Since piping can be installed di-
rectly between the air-conditioning unit, and the radiator,
gas compressor and the like substantially linearly, the
piping route can be shortened, and the piping operation
is facilitated.
[0011] In the air conditioning apparatus, the air-con-
ditioning unit may have an inclined shape in which an
upper portion at a front side of a vehicle is inclined down-
ward to a front. The air conditioning apparatus may com-
prise the air-conditioning unit and an air-conditioning
cover, and the air-conditioning cover may have an in-
clined shape in which an upper portion at a front side of
a vehicle is inclined downward to a front. According to
these constitutions, the air conditioning apparatus has
the inclined shape in which the upper portion at the front
side of the vehicle is inclined downward to the front,
when the air-conditioning unit is exposed, or when the
it is covered with the air-conditioning cover, and there-
fore the view in the direction of the right side of the front
portion of the vehicle from the operator is not hindered
by the air conditioning apparatus, thus making it possi-
ble to secure the field of view in the front on the right of
the operator sufficiently. The air conditioning apparatus
can be placed at the position of the front portion of the
right side of the cab where the air conditioning apparatus
is not conventionally placed for fear of reduction in the
visibility in the front on the right, and the aforementioned
excellent operational effects can be obtained.
[0012] In the air conditioning apparatus, an internal
cover, which is put on the air-conditioning unit, may be
provided with ducts for distributing air blown from the
air-conditioning unit. According to this constitution, the
internal cover has the ducts, and therefore it is not nec-
essary to mount a new duct, and a duct placement
space is saved to make it possible to secure the wide
space in the cab. In addition, the air-conditioning unit
and the duct can be hidden by this cover, and therefore
the appearance can be enhanced.
[0013] In the air conditioning apparatus: a vent hole
through which outside air is introduced into the air-con-
ditioning unit may be provided at an upper region from
an external cover for covering tanks including at least a
working fluid tank, on a right side wall surface.
[0014] According to the above constitution, the vicinity
of the vent hole provided at the upper region from the
external cover, on the right side wall surface of the cab

is located at the position substantially center of the ve-
hicle, and therefore the air introduced from this vent hole
has less inclusion of dust, and is less influenced by the
rise in the temperature by warmed air after cooling the
engine, and therefore preferable air for air conditioning
can be introduced. As a result, the life of the outside air
filter can be increased, and the air conditioning efficien-
cy and the like can be enhanced.

Brief Description of the Drawings

[0015]

FIG. 1 is a side view of a hydraulic shovel being an
example of a machine to which the present inven-
tion is applied;
FIG. 2 is a side partial sectional view of an upper
revolving superstructure of the hydraulic shovel in
FIG. 1;
FIG. 3 is a sectional view taken along the line 3-3
in FIG. 2;
FIG. 4 is a side view of an air-conditioning unit ac-
cording to an embodiment of the present invention;
FIG. 5 is a perspective view of an air-conditioning
cover and an air-conditioning operating portion ac-
cording to the embodiment;
FIG. 6 is a perspective view of an inside air cover
seen from an inside of a cab, according to the em-
bodiment;
FIG. 7 is a perspective view of the inside air cover
seen from an outside of the cab, according to the
embodiment;
FIG. 8 is a perspective view of an outside air duct
seen from the outside of the cab, according to the
embodiment;
FIG. 9 is a perspective view of an outside air duct
seen from the inside of the cab, according to the
embodiment;
FIG. 10 is a perspective view of the air conditioning
apparatus according to the embodiment seen from
the outside of the cab; and
FIG. 11 is a sectional view taken along the line 11-11
in FIG. 10.

Best Mode for Carrying out the Invention

[0016] A preferred embodiment of the present inven-
tion will be explained in detail hereinafter with reference
to the drawings. First, a general constitution of a rear
ultrasmall revolving type hydraulic shovel, which is an
example of a machine to which the present invention is
applied, will be explained according to FIGS. 1 to 3.
[0017] In FIGS. 1 to 3, a hydraulic shovel 1 is loaded
with an upper revolving superstructure 3 rotatably on a
base carrier 2, and is provided with a cab 10 from a cen-
tral portion of a front portion to a left end portion of a
revolving frame 3a included at a lower portion of the up-
per revolving superstructure 3, and a counterweight 4 is
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mounted on a rear end portion of the revolving frame
3a. The cab 10 is connected to a bracket 15 provided at
a front end portion of the revolving frame 3a to be swing-
able in a longitudinal direction via a horizontal pin 16,
and is tiltable at a predetermined angle around the hor-
izontal pin 16. An engine 7 is provided under an operator
seat 11 provided a little rearward from a central portion
of the cab 10 and in front of the counterweight 4. A work-
ing fluid tank 17 and a fuel tank (not shown) are placed
at a right side of the cab 10 and on a right portion of the
revolving frame 3a, and the tank 17 and the like arc cov-
ered with an external cover 8. A swing bracket 6 is
mounted to a front end portion of the revolving frame 3a
to be capable of swinging laterally (hereinafter, called
swing). A working machine 5 having a boom, an arm, a
bucket and the like is mounted to the swing bracket 6 to
be swingalbe within a vertical plane. The hydraulic shov-
el 1 is a rear ultrasmall revolving type in which "a revolv-
ing locus of a rear end portion of the upper revolving
superstructure 3 is within a lateral crawler belt width of
the base carrier 2".
[0018] An air conditioning apparatus 20 is provided at
a front portion of a right side wall surface of the cab 10.
Here, "the right side of the cab 10" means the right side,
facing to a traveling direction of the hydraulic shovel 1
as shown in FIG. 3. "The front portion of the cab 10"
means the portion at the front side in the traveling direc-
tion of the hydraulic shovel 1. The air conditioning ap-
paratus 20 includes an air-conditioning unit 21 having
functions of cooling, heating and the like, and an air-
conditioning cover 22. The air-conditioning cover 22
serves both as a cover having an interior function for
covering the air-conditioning unit 21 from an inside of
the cab 10, and as an air-conditioning duct for distribut-
ing air blown by the air-conditioning unit 21 in a prede-
termined direction. The air-conditioning unit 21 is pro-
vided so as to form a part of the right side wall surface
of the cab 10, namely, to be fitted into an opening formed
to penetrate through a right side wall plate 51. A part of
an outer side of the air-conditioning unit 21 protrudes
outward from the right side wall plate 51, and pipe con-
necting portions of the air-conditioning unit 21 are pro-
vided at the region, which is outside the cab 10. The air-
conditioning unit 21, or the air-conditioning cover 22 in-
cluding the air-conditioning unit forms a shape in which
an upper portion at a front side of a vehicle (an upper
portion of the right side seen from the inside of the cab
10) in the side view is inclined downward to the front of
the vehicle. A substantially triangular window glass 12
is fitted into an upper portion of the wall surface of the
cab 10 from the inclined portion. It should be noted that
"the vehicle" means the hydraulic shovel.
[0019] Next, a constitution of the air-conditioning unit
21 will be explained based on FIG. 4. In the air-condi-
tioning unit 21, a heat exchange chamber 23 at a front
side of the vehicle, and an outside air introduction cham-
ber 27 at a rear side by a partition plate 27a provided at
a rear portion side (right side in FIG. 4) inside a case

21a. The heat exchange chamber 23 and the outside air
introduction chamber 27 communicate with each other
via a through hole (not shown) provided at a lower por-
tion of the partition plate 27a. The heat exchange cham-
ber 23 includes therein an evaporator 24 having a cool-
ing and dehumidifying function, and a heater core 25
having a heating function, and includes a tray having a
drain pipe 24a at a bottom portion thereof. Hot water
pipes 61 and 62 for supplying and discharging hot water
to and from the heater core 25, and refrigerant gas pipes
63 and 64 for supplying and discharging a cooling me-
dium gas to and from the evaporator 24 are provided at
the region of a side surface of the heal exchange cham-
ber 23, which is at the front side of the vehicle, and out-
side the cab 10, which lies outward from the right side
wall plate 51. A hot water pipe branching from a radiator
9 (see FIG. 3) in the vicinity of the engine 7 is connected
to the hot water pipes 61 and 62, and refrigerant gas
pipes from a gas compressor and a receiver dryer (both
not shown) are connected to the refrigerant gas pipes
63 and 64, respectively. An inside air introduction hole
26 is formed in a side surface of the heat exchange
chamber 23 inside the cab. An outer periphery portion
of the evaporator 24 is sealed with a packing of rubber
or the like so that most of the air introduced from the
inside air introduction hole 26 passes through a heat ex-
change portion of the evaporator 24.
[0020] In the heat exchange chamber 23, an air blow-
er (not shown) is provided at an upper portion, and blast
ports 29 and 29 are formed in a top surface. An inside
and outside air change-over valve (not shown) is pro-
vided in the vicinity of an inlet port of the outside air in-
troduction chamber 27. The inside and outside air
change-over valve is switchable by an inside and out-
side air change-over switch 74 provided at an air condi-
tioning operating section 70 placed beside the air con-
ditioning apparatus 20. The air-conditioning unit 21 in-
troduces inside air or outside air into it, and blows the
air which is air-conditioned by the evaporator 24 and the
heater core 25 upward from the blast ports 29 and 29.
[0021] Next, the air-conditioning cover 22 will he ex-
plained in detail according to FIG. 5 to FIG. 9. As shown
in FIG. 5, the air-conditioning cover 22 includes an in-
side air cover 30 for covering the air-conditioning unit
21 from the inside of the cab 10, and an outside air duct
40 which is attached to a back surface of the inside air
cover 30 and introduces the outside air into it. The inside
air cover 30 and the outside air duct 40 are produced by
vacuum molding or press molding of a synthetic resin.
The air conditioning operating section 70 for operating
an operation of the air-conditioning unit 21 is mounted
to a right side portion of the air-conditioning cover 22 on
the right side wall plate 51. The air conditioning operat-
ing portion 70 is provided with a power supply switch 73,
a temperature adjusting portion 71, an air flow adjusting
portion 72, and the inside and outside air change-over
switch 74.
[0022] In FIG. 6 and FIG. 7, hollow ducts are integrally
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formed in a back surface portion of the inside air cover
30. A middle duct 31a is formed at a position facing the
blast ports 29 and 29 on the top surface of the air-con-
ditioning unit 21, an upper duct 31b is formed to be sub-
stantially horizontal at an upper periphery portion of the
inside air cover 30 to communicate with the middle duct
31a, and a lower duct 31c is formed in an outer periphery
portion of a lower portion of the inside air cover 30 to
communicate with the middle duct 31a. An introduction
port 32 for introducing air-conditioned air is provided in
the middle duct 31a at the position facing the blast ports
29 and 29 of the air-conditioning unit 21.
[0023] A middle, an upper and a lower blow ports 33a,
33b and 33c are formed in the middle duct 31a, the up-
per duct 31b and the lower duct 31c, respectively, to
communicate with an inside of the cab 10. Blow mem-
bers 39a, 39b and 39c (see FIG. 5) capable of adjusting
the wind direction are respectively inserted into the blow
ports 33a, 33b and 33c. An outside air duct placement
portion 34 is formed in a recessed shape at a region
surrounded by the middle duct 31a and the upper duct
31b.
[0024] A lower portion of the inside air cover 30 is
formed into a protruding shape to the inside of the cab,
and an inside air introduction hole (constituted of slits in
this embodiment) 35 is formed in the protruding portion
thereof. A vertically long filter exchange hole 36, which
is a little longer than the length in the up and down di-
rection of the inside air introduction hole 35, is formed
at a region located at a side surface of the aforesaid
protruding portion. Filter guide grooves 37 and 37 are
formed at an upper and lower portion of a back surface
of the inside air introduction hole 35. An inside air filter
38 is inserted from the filter exchange hole 36 and guid-
ed by the filter guide grooves 37 and 37 to be attached
to a back surface side of the inside air introduction hole
35. A mounting bracket 30a is attached to a lower end
portion of the inside air cover 30. The inside air cover
30 is mounted to a floor plate 13 of the cab 10 via the
mounting bracket 30a.
[0025] Next, the outside air duct 40 will be explained
in detail according to FIG. 8 and FIG. 9. The outside air
duct 40 has a box-shaped filter chamber portion 41, and
a duct portion 42 communicating with the filter chamber
portion 41. The filter chamber portion 41 has an outside
air introduction port 46 opened to an outside of the cab
10, and forms filter abutment portions 43 and filter lock-
ing portions 44 inside a left and a right side surface por-
tions. An outside air filter 45 (see FIG. 10 and FIG. 11)
is inserted from the outside air introduction port 46, and
abuts to the abutment portion 43 to be positioned. Lock-
ing portions (not shown) provided at a left and a right
end portions of the outside air filter 45 are locked by the
filter locking portions 44. Mounting brackets 49a and
49b are provided at a left and a right outer surface por-
tions of the filter chamber portion 41.
[0026] As shown in FIG. 5, FIG. 6 and FIG. 8, the out-
side air duct 40 is fitted into the outside air duct place-

ment portion 34 of the inside air cover 30 with the outside
air introduction port 46 facing to an outside of the cab
10, and the mounting brackets 49a and 49b are mount-
ed to the right side wall plate 51. Then, the inside air
cover 30 is put thereon from the front of the air-condi-
tioning unit 21, and is mounted to the floor plate 13 and
the right side wall plate 51 of the cab 10. The outside air
duct 40 and the inside air cover 30 may be constituted
to be previously integrated and put on the air-condition-
ing unit 21 from the front thereof.
[0027] In FIG. 10 and FIG. 11, a mounting hole 55 and
a vent hole 56 are respectively formed in a region op-
posing to the air-conditioning unit 21 and a region op-
posing to the outside air introduction port 46 of the out-
side air duct 40, of the right side wall plate 51. The air-
conditioning unit 21 is inserted into the mounting hole
55, and mounted to the right side wall plate 51 from out-
side via a bracket 52 in a L-shaped section with bolts 53
and 54 with part of the outside of the case 21a (FIG. 4)
being protruded outward from the right side wall plate
51. The mounting hole 55 has the size which makes it
possible to draw the air-conditioning unit 21 and the pipe
connecting portions on its side surface into the inside of
the cab when the bracket 52 is removed from the outside
of the cab 10 at the time of maintenance.
[0028] An air intake cover 47 having louvers is mount-
ed to the right side wall plate 51 with a bolt 48 to cover
the vent hole 56 from outside. The vent hole 56 is formed
to be located at an upper position from the external cov-
er 8 for covering the working fluid tank 17, the fuel tank
and the like provided at the right side of the cab 10.
When the air intake cover 47 is removed, the outside air
filter 45 of the outside air duct 40 is detachable and at-
tachable from the outside air introduction port 46.
[0029] Next, an intake and a blowout routes of air by
the air conditioning apparatus 20 will be explained with
reference to FIGS. 4, 5, 7 and 11. Inside air is introduced
into a heat exchange chamber 23 of the air-conditioning
unit 21 via the inside air introduction hole 35 and the
inside air filter 38 of the inside air cover 30 as shown in
FIG. 5. Outside air is introduced into the outside air in-
troduction chamber 27 and the heat exchange chamber
23 of the air-conditioning unit 21 via the louvers of the
air intake cover 47, the outside air filter 45 of the outside
air duct 40, and the duct portion 42 as shown in FIG. 11.
The air which is air-conditioned in the hcat exchange
chamber 23 is blown from the blast ports 29 and 29, as
shown in FIG. 4. Further, as shown in FIG. 5 and FIG.
7, the air is sent to the middle duct 31a, the upper duct
31b and the lower duct 31c, respectively, via the intro-
duction port 32 of the inside air cover 30, and blown into
the cab 10 from the blow members 39a, 39b and 39c.
[0030] As shown in FIGS. 2 and 3, the air blown out
of the blow member 39a is blown toward the front glass
14 of the cab 10, the air blown out of the blow member
39b is blown toward the face portion of the operator, and
the air blown out of the blow member 39c is blown to-
ward the foot portion of the operator. The operator man-
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ually adjusts the wind directions of the blow members
39a, 39b and 39c in accordance with the posture at the
time of operation.
[0031] In the above-described embodiment, the ex-
planation is made with the constitution example in which
the air-conditioning unit is mounted to the front portion
of the right side wall surface of the cab, but the air-con-
ditioning unit may be placed at the front portion of the
right side of the floor surface. In this case, the upper
portion of the air conditioning apparatus (including the
air-conditioning unit and the air-conditioning cover) at
the front side of the vehicle is constituted to be formed
into the shape cut by the inclined place downward to the
front to secure the visibility of in the front on the right.
An opening is provided in the right side wall surface, and
the above-described air-conditioning unit is placed on
the floor surface to be fitted into this opening, whereby
it is possible to take the air-conditioning unit in and out
from the inside and the outside of the cab, and the pipe
connecting portions can be provided at the region ex-
posed to the outside of the cab. Further, the air-condi-
tioning unit can sever as part of the right side wall sur-
face, and therefore it is possible to secure the wide
space inside the cab.
[0032] The constitution is such that the air blown from
the air conditioning apparatus is blown to the front glass,
but a blast port may be provided at the middle duct of
the air-conditioning cover so that the air is blown to at
least any one of the front glass and the side glass. The
explanation is made with the rear ultrasmall revolving
type hydraulic shovel as an example of the machine to
which the present invention is applied, but the present
invention is not limited to this, and is applicable to the
other hydraulic shovels.
[0033] According to the above constitution, the
present invention provides the following effects. Since
the air-conditioning unit is placed on the wall surface or
the floor surface of the front portion of the right side of
the cab, the distances from this air-conditioning unit to
the foot portion and the face portion of the operator, and
the window glasses on the front surface and the side
surface become short, and therefore wind distribution to
them becomes very easy. The ducts for blowing the air
to the foot portion and the face portion of the operator,
and the window glasses on the front surface and the side
surface can be made very short, and in the best case,
even the ducts can be eliminated. Accordingly, the duct
placement space is small, and therefore the larger
dwelling space in the cab can be secured. As a result of
this, the time taken for the placement operation of the
ducts is made short, and the manufacturing cost can be
reduced. In this situation, the air-conditioning unit is
mounted to the front portion of the right side wall surface
of the cab, whereby the protruding amount of the air-
conditioning unit into the cab is extremely reduced, and
therefore the wider dwelling space in the cab can be se-
cured.
[0034] The air-conditioning unit is mounted so that it

can be taken in and out from the inside and the outside
of the cab. In the above-described embodiment, the air-
conditioning unit is fitted into the opening of the right side
wall surface from the inside or the outside, and this air-
conditioning unit is mounted to the right side wall surface
with the bracket with the L-shaped section, therefore
making it possible to take the air-conditioning unit out
from the inside or the outside of the cab by removing the
bracket when removing the air-conditioning unit. Con-
sequently, at the time of assembling the vehicle, the air-
conditioning unit can be mounted by being fitted into the
opening of the aforesaid right side wall surface from the
outside. It is difficult to take the air-conditioning unit in
and out from the outside at the time of maintenance after
the assembly, but it can be taken in and out from the
inside, whereby assembling easiness and maintainabil-
ity are increased.
[0035] Since the air-conditioning unit is mounted by
being fitted into the opening to also serve as a part of
the right side wall surface, the protruding amount of the
air-conditioning unit into the cab can be reduced. As a
result, the wide space in the cab can be secured, and
the structure which makes it possible to take the air-con-
ditioning unit in and out from the inside and the outside
can be realized with a simple constitution.
[0036] Since the pipe connecting portions are provid-
ed at the region of the air-conditioning unit exposed to
the outside of the cab, holes for passing the pipes and
connecting portions arc not required on the floor surface
or the wall surface, and the sealed spots are decreased
to make sealing easy. In addition, the spots causing the
gas leakage and water leakage arc reduced, and relia-
bility is enhanced. Since piping is directly installed be-
tween the air-conditioning unit, and the engine, the gas
compressor and the like substantially linearly, the piping
route can be shortened, and the piping operation is fa-
cilitated.
[0037] The air conditioning apparatus (including the
air-conditioning unit and the air-conditioning cover) is
provided at the front portion of the right side of the cab,
and this air conditioning apparatus has the inclined
shape in which the upper portion of the front side of the
vehicle is inclined downward to the front. Consequently,
the view in the direction of the right side of the front por-
tion of the vehicle from the operator is not hindered by
the air conditioning apparatus, and the view in the front
on the right from the operator can be sufficiently se-
cured. In the above-described embodiment, the shapes
of the air-conditioning unit and the air-conditioning cover
are both constituted as described above, but they are
not limited to this, and, for example, only the air-condi-
tioning cover, which is put on the air-conditioning unit,
may be formed into the above-described shape, or only
the air-conditioning unit may be formed into the above-
described shape in the case in which the air-condition-
ing cover is not put thereon. Further, the air conditioning
apparatus can be placed at the position at the right side
of the front portion of the cab in which the air conditioning
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apparatus is not placed for fear of reduction in the visi-
bility in the front on the right in the prior art, and the ex-
cellent effects described so far are obtained.
[0038] Since the air-conditioning cover (internal cov-
er), which is put on the air-conditioning unit, has the
ducts for distributing air blown from the air-conditioning
unit, it is not necessary to mount a new duct, and the
duct placement space is saved to make it possible to
secure the wide space in the cab. In addition, this cover
hides the air-conditioning unit and the ducts, and there-
fore the appearance can be enhanced. Since the air-
conditioning cover also includes the outside air duct for
taking in the outside air, it is not necessary to place a
new duct, and therefore the large space in the cab can
be secured.
[0039] The vent hole through which the outside air is
introduced into the air-conditioning unit is provided at an
upper region from the external cover, of the right side
wall surface of the cab. Since the vicinity of this vent
hole is located substantially in the center of the vehicle,
the air introduced from the vent hole has less inclusion
of dust, or is less influenced by the rise in temperature
by the warmed air after cooling the engine, and therefore
preferable air for air-conditioning can be introduced. As
a result of this, the life of the outside air filter, the air-
conditioning efficiency and the like can be enhanced.
Further, since the distance from the air-conditioning unit
and the vent hole through which the outside air is intro-
duced into the air-conditioning unit is short, the outside
air duct for taking in the outside air is made compact,
and the air-conditioning cover mounted with the outside
air duct can be constituted to be compact, thus making
it possible to secure the wide space in the cab.

Claims

1. An air conditioning apparatus for a hydraulic shovel,
which is placed in a cab (10) of the hydraulic shovel,

wherein an air-conditioning unit (21) is placed
at a front portion of a right side in said cab (10).

2. The air conditioning apparatus for the hydraulic
shovel according to Claim 1,

wherein said air-conditioning unit (21) consti-
tutes a part of a right side wall surface (51) of said
cab (10).

3. An air conditioning apparatus for a hydraulic shovel,
which is placed in a cab (10) of the hydraulic shovel,

wherein an air-conditioning unit (21) is mount-
ed to a front portion of a right side wall surface (51)
of said cab (10).

4. The air conditioning apparatus for the hydraulic
shovel according to Claim 3,

wherein said air-conditioning unit (21) consti-
tutes a part of said right side wall surface (51).

5. The air conditioning apparatus for the hydraulic
shovel according to Claim 2 or Claim 4,

wherein said air-conditioning unit (21) is
mounted to said right side wall surface (51) to be
capable of being taken in and out from an inside and
an outside of said cab (10).

6. The air conditioning apparatus for the hydraulic
shovel according to Claim 2 or Claim 4,

wherein pipe connecting portions (61, 62, 63,
64) of said air-conditioning unit (21) are provided at
a region exposed to an outside of said cab (10).

7. The air conditioning apparatus for the hydraulic
shovel according to Claim 2 or Claim 4,

wherein said air-conditioning unit (21) has an
inclined shape in which an upper portion at a front
side of a vehicle is inclined downward to a front.

8. The air conditioning apparatus for the hydraulic
shovel according to Claim 2 or Claim 4,

wherein said air conditioning apparatus com-
prises said air-conditioning unit (21) and an air-con-
ditioning cover (22); and

wherein said air-conditioning cover (22) has
an inclined shape in which an upper portion at a
front side of a vehicle is inclined downward to a
front.

9. The air conditioning apparatus for the hydraulic
shovel according to Claim 2 or Claim 4,

wherein an internal cover (30), which is put on
said air-conditioning unit (21), is provided with ducts
(31a, 31b, 31c) for distributing air blown from said
air-conditioning unit (21).

10. The air conditioning apparatus for the hydraulic
shovel according to Claim 2 or Claim 4,

wherein a vent hole (56) through which out-
side air is introduced into said air-conditioning unit
(21) is provided at an upper region from an external
cover (8) for covering tanks including at least a
working fluid tank (17), on said right side wall sur-
face (51).
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